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To all whom it may concern:
Beit known that I, WHITCOMBL.JUDSON, a
citizen of the United States, residing at Chi

or grooves, for receiving the parts of the fas
teners when open or disengaged, and this may
be called the forward end of the guide. The
other or back end of the guide has a single
channel or cam-way, into which the two chan 55
nels from the forward end converge over an
angular center ridge or instep. By moving
the guide, so that the separate parts of the.
clasp enter the respective channels or cam
ways at the front of the guide the entire se
ries of clasps will be delivered from the other

cago, in the county of Cook and State of Illi
nois, have invented certain new and useful
Improvements in Clasp Lockers or Unlockers
for Shoes, &c.; and I do hereby declare the
following to be a full, clear, and exact descrip
tion of the invention, such as will enable oth
O ers skilled in the art to which it appertains to
make and use the same.
rear end of the guide properly engaged to
My invention relates to clasp lockers or or
gether.
clasps be engaged and the
unlockers for automatically engaging or dis united setIfbetheintroduced
at the rear end of

engaging an entire series of clasps by a sin the guide, and the guide movedover the same,
will be delivered, disengaged from
The invention was especially designed, for the clasps
other, at the forward end of the guide.
use as a shoe-fastener; but is capable of gen each
invention, as applied to fasten shoes,
eral application wherever clasps consisting of is The
illustrated in the accompanying drawings,
interlocking parts may be applied, as for ex wherein,
like letters referring to like parts o
20 ample, to mail-bags, belts, and the closing of
throughout,
Figure 1 is a front view of a shoe
seams uniting flexible bodies. To these ends, embodying my
invention, showing the guide
the clasps are made with interlocking parts, as applied to close
the fastenings. Fig. 2 is
which when in position, can only engage with a similar view, showing
guide, as applied
each other when at an angle to the line of to open the fastenings. the
Fig.
is an end view 75
strain. The clasps have underreaching and of one of the clasps detached,3shown
the
overlapping projections or lips at their for locked position of the parts. Fig. 4 isasainsimi
ward ends, which prevent the engagement or lar view, showing the angle which the parts
disengagement of the hook-portions of the the clasps must assume, to lock or unlock.
clasps, except when thrown upward, so that of
Fig. 5 is a plan, showing several clasps in po
the parts stand at an angle to each other of sition,
on portions of the flaps of a shoe. Fig.
about ninety degrees. These clasps or fas 6 is a side
of the guide, the right
teners, when in position on the flaps of a shoe hand end ofelevation
the
figure,
being the front end of
or other adjacent parts which are to be united, the guide. Fig. 7 is a longitudinal
section of
may be engaged one at a time in succession, the guide. Fig. 8 is a front end view
of the
35 by bringing the two parts of the clasp into same, showing the entering position or deliv
their proper angular relation to each other, ering position of the unlocked clasps. Fig. 9
by hand. But this is a tedious operation; and is a vertical cross-section on the line XX of
makes it difficult to draw the adjacent parts Fig. 6, showing the clasps at their engaging
together, under the proper strain. I there or
disengaging position, at the top of the
fore provide a hand device, consisting of a ridge.
is a rear end view of the guide,
movable guide, having cam-ways for permit showingFig.10
the
entering
or delivering position
ting the passage of the clasps, by the move of the clasps when engaged.
ment of the guide from one end to the other A is the body of the shoe, and a a are theof the series; and the cam-Ways are so shaped flaps of the same. a' is the tongue underly 95
45 and related that by the passage of the guide ing the flaps.
in one direction, the clasps will be drawn to BB' are the two parts of the clasp, con
gether and engaged, while by the passage of
with hook-portions and underreach
the guide in the other direction, the clasps structed
ing
and
overlapping
parts, as before stated. Oc
will be disengaged and separated. In other The clasps are attached
to the flaps of the
so words, one end of the guide has two channels

I5 g.le continuous movement.
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shoe in any suitable way, shown as by wires b
in Fig. 5, and as by lacing-strings C, in Fig.11.
D is the guile. The base-piece of the guide
is flat on its under surface, and has on its mar
5 gin upturned lips d. The top-plate of the
guide is concave or bell-shaped, and the con
necting-body or center-piece uniting the two
plates is angular in cross section, as before
stated,and extends from the forward end of the
guide to a point near the center of the same,
and serving to divide the space between the
base and top pieces into two channels or cam
ways at the front end of the guide, whichter
minate as before stated, in the common chan
nel or camway, at the back of the guide. A
bail E is fixed to the top piece of the guide
and carries a ring F, which serves as a finger
pull to operate the guide. In virtue of the
bail, the ring or finger-pull may be shifted, so
that the strain may be applied near the for
ward end of the guide, for moving the guide
forward, and near the rear end of the guide,
when moving the same backward.
The operation of this device has already
25 been described.
The clasps may be easily and cheaply made
of any suitable metal, and may be finished in
any desired manner, so as to give an orna
mental appearance. They may be very small
in size and when properly applied to a shoe,
will give the same a neat appearance and be
comfortable to the wearer. It should be noted

that the clasps are placed sufficiently close
together on the flaps of the shoe, so that they
cannot be disengaged by an endwise move
ment of the same.
W
The guide or hand-device may be made re
latively small, as compared with the draw
ings, so that it may be readily inserted at the
lower end of the series of fastellers, working
on the tongue of the shoe, as a base or track
way. It should be noted that the guide acts
not only to engage the clasps in its forward
motion, but serves also to draw the flaps to
45 gether, and the parts of the shoe tightly about
the foot.
The practicability of the invention herein
described has been demonstrated by actual
usage of the same.
It will be noted, that in the construction
shown in Fig. 11, the shoe is provided with
top or overlapping flaps c, for concealing the
fasteners from view.
What I claim, and desire to secure by Let
55 ters Patent of the United States, is as follows:
1. A device for engaging and disengaging
a series of two-part claspS upon a shoe or
other article, consisting of a guide-block, hav
ing two guide-ways, which are separated at
one end thereof, and converge into a single
guide-way, at the other end thereof, said
guideways being adapted to engage and carry
the interlocking parts of the clasps into or
out of eugagement with each other, as the

2. A device for engaging and disengaging
a series of two-part clasps, upon a shoe or
other article, the interlocking members of
which are engageable or disengageable by an
angular movement of the same, the said de
vice consisting of a guide-block having a pair
of camways or guide-channels, in angular re

lation to each other at one end of the block,
and converging and blending into a common

cam-channel or guideway at the opposite end 75
of the block, substantially as described.
3. A hand-device, for engaging or disen
gaging a series of two-part clasps, upon a
shoe or other article, by a single continuous
movement, the said device consisting of a
movable guide-block having a pair of diverg
ing camways or guide-channels, at one end
of the block, which converge and blend into
a single camway or guide-channel at the other
end of the block, over an angular surface,
located at the junction of the said ways, and
extended outward on an incline toward the
end of the single camway, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.
4. A device for engaging and disengaging 9o
a series of clasps upon a shoe or other arti
cle, the interlocking parts of which engage
or disengage by an angular movement of the
same, the said device consisting of a guide
block, having two bell-mouthed guideways 95
in angular relation to each other, on opposite
sides of the block, at one end thereof, and
converging and blending over an angular sur
face into a single bell-mouthed guideway at OO
the other end of the block, substantially as
described.
5. A hand device for locking or unlocking
a series of two-part clasps or similar inter
locking parts, which engage or disengage by
an angular movement, the said device consist
ing of a movable guide-block provided with
a pair of divergent camways or guide-chan
nels, at one end of the block with bell mouths
at an angle to each other in the vertical IO
plane, the said channel converging over an

angular surface at the junction of the ways
into a single camway or guide channel at the
other end of the block having a bell mouth
in the horizontal plane, whereby, under a sin
gle continuous movement of the hand device,
the clasps may be drawn together and en
gaged or be disengaged and separated at will.
6. A device for engaging and disengaging
a series of two-part clasps upon a shoe or

other article, the same consisting of a block
having two guideways which are separated
at one end thereof and converge into a sin
gle guideway at the other end and a shifting
finger-pull connected with the block and ar
ranged to slide to either end for applying
power to pull the block in either direction,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.
7. A device for engaging and disengaging
a
series
of two-part clasps upon a shoe or
block is moved forward or backward over the other article,
the same consisting of a block
same, substantially as described.

having two guideways which are separated
----
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at one end thereof and converge into a sin In testimony whereof Iaffix my signature in
gle guideway at the other end, said block be
ing provided with a staple extending from presence of two witnesses,
WHITCOMBT, JUDSON.
end to end thereof and a ring upon the staple
constituting a shifting finger-pull to draw the Witnesses:
block in either direction, substantially as de
JAS. F. WILLIAMSON,
scribed.
CHARLES O. HENTHORN.

